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Abstract 

In this paper we present a modification of the octree spatial subdivision technique 
to enable it to be applied to unstructured data. The data is in the form of a finite ele
ment mesh, which results from fluid flow problems, and which needs to be visualised for 
effective understanding. A straight forward rendering results in huge computational ex
pense unless the data is organised according to some method. An ideal spatial subdivision 
algorithm is that of the octree, but when applied to unstructured finite element meshes 
certain problems arise which will be described in the paper. We show that these problems 
can be overcome by using the presented modification. 

Keywords: Spatial subdivision, Octrees, Quadtrees, Finite Element Data, Unstructured 
data, Visualisation. 

1 Introduction 

In attempting to render finite element data for visualisation, we encounter the problem that 
they contain many elements through which rays must be traced for volume rendering or in 
this case Direct Surface Rendering [Jon96, Jon97, Sim95]. Unless some form of spatial sub
division is used, each ray must be intersected with every element in the dataset. For regular 
data, a simple decomposition strategy such as octree spatial subdivision may be used very ef
fectively [WG92a]. When applied to irregular data we encounter the problem that elements 
will have to be duplicated for every node they intersect. This results in extra point inclusion 
calculations, and wasted storage. This problem was identified by Andrew Glassner within his 
introduction of octrees to ray tracing [Gla84]. 

In this paper we present a modification to the octree subdivision strategy which removes 
the necessity for duplicating elements within every intersected node. We apply this method to 
typical finite element mesh (FEM) visualisation problems we encounter, and demonstrate that 
it is an effective spatial organisation technique. 

In Section 2 we describe the geometry and topology of FEMs, in particular the FEMs we 
are visualising. Section 3 reviews the spatial subdivision literature and highlights some of the 
problems that are encountered, and the lack of information about the subdivision techniques 
used. The problem cases that FEM data presents are discussed in Section 4, and the new 
extended octree cover is presented in Section 5. Finally the results are presented in Section 6. 

2 Finite Element Data 

The domain under consideration is constructed as a finite element mesh, and may be regarded 
as a structure M containing two fields, the geometry field and the topology field; M =< 
N, E >. The geometry is defined as a set N of points termed nodes, where each node ni has 
associated with it the following properties : 

• nf05 
: A position vector in a world co-ordinate system. 
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• n~di, .. ,dq} : A set of data, typically the results of some simulation. 

The set of individual data components d f over all the nodes for a fixed f we term a 

datafield. i.e. for a fixed f between 1 and q, the datafield = {n~1 , .. , nf
1
}. Each datafield will 

represent all the results for a particular physical property, e.g. pressure, viscosity, stress etc. 
The topology is a set E of geometric objects termed elements or cells, which describe 

the connectivity of the nodes. Triangles and tetrahedra are the most common geometric form. 
Each element ei E E may be regarded as a tuple, ej =< ni, .. , n1 > where each ni is a node 

of N. 

3 Existing methods 
For the most part, much of the work done into spatial subdivision has been based on regular 
data [Glo93, Lev90, WG92b, Fan95]. That is data obtained from sources such as CT, MRI, 
and X-Ray scanners. Others mention irregular data, but provide no clues as to the inclusion 
predicates used, for example [WJ93]. It is likely, that the data is simply replicated over all 
intersected nodes. The implications being that memory is wasted, and redundant point inclu
sions tests may be performed. A good review of spatial subdivision methods is provided by 
Samet [SW88], who describes a variety of hierarchical data structures for computer graphics. 
In particular, a method for encoding 2D vector data (of which finite element data is effect
ively a special case) is described, termed the P Mi quadtree. The inclusion predicates (or leaf 

criteria) for a P Mi quadtree are as follows: 

• There can be at most one vertex in an image space. 

• If there is a vertex in the image space, then all line segments in the image space must 

share that vertex. 

• If there are no vertices in the image space, then there can be at most one line segment 

passing through the image space. 

This form of quadtree has a number of drawbacks for our purposes. Firstly, the leaf criteria are 
relatively complicated, in some cases requiring complex line intersection tests to determine 
inclusion. Secondly, the quadtree encodes the edges and vertices of the data, not the polygons 
they construct. In the case of finite element domains, it is these polygons, not the vertices that 
are of interest. Finally, the P Mi quadtree does not expand easily into three dimensions. 

A better solution, which directly addresses the problem of the inclusion predicate for 
irregular grids is provided by Neeman [Nee90]. In this method, a median cut algorithm is 
used to partition the data. The position of the cut plane is adjusted to minimise the number of 
elements intersected by the plane. However, regardless of how well the plane is positioned, 
some elements will always be split, and these are then replicated on either side of the cut. 
Furthermore, testing for element/plane intersection is an additional overhead which may cause 
problems for large datasets. More importantly however, Neeman still bases the inclusion pre
dicate on the area of the actual element. The implication of this is that the algorithm gives 
poor decomposition for highly irregular grids, such as used in many CFD calculations. It is 
therefore suggested that the algorithm works best for datasets with regular connectivity. A 
similar method, based on median cut for volume rendering of sparse regular data, is described 

by Subramamian and Fussel [SF90]. 
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4 Problem Cases (FEM) 

We n~w concern ourselves solely with spatia~ subdivision . . 
domams. Our problem lies in determining how f apphed to megular, finite element 
has progressed through the dataset. That is howa~~r to what le~el) the spatial subdivision 
each node of the subdivision For regular da,ta h ny el~ments m E are contained within 
l · . · sue a test is triv' l · h h 
ar, and m particular finite element domains th d' ,,. rn' wit t e move to irregu-

node?" becomes more obscure In part' l ' e pre i~ate is an element contained within a 
· · icu ar, we can isolate th bl 

with a traditional octree, and inclusion pred1'cat f F. . ree pro em cases associated · . es or mite Element D t n: r d . 
case usmg the diagram below illustrating a trian l fi . a a. vve .escnbe each 
elements spanning four quadrants of a quadtree. f u ar mte element mesh, constructed of two 

2 

4 3 

Figure 1: A simple finite element dataset within a quadtree structure. 

4.1 Inclusion predicate 1 

For the first case we consider using the centroid 
inclusion. This simple predicate has b fs of the elements to test for element/node 
t h a num er o advantages First! .t . . 
est, ence quick. This is a primary concern . h d . y, I is a simple boolean 

have many hundreds of thousands of ele ~m~ t e atasets w~ are considering typically may 
too long to construct the tree and th fmenbs. n overly comphcated test will most likely take 

d. ere ore e unusable in this c t ( f. 
pre rcates). Secondly, the element is referenc d b I on ext c . The p M1 quadtree 
m the tree once only Again m 

1 
~ Y ~n Y one pomt, thus ensuring it is entered 

· · · ' ore comp ex mclus1on pred'c t d 
g1vmg rise to data duplication and slower timin h I a .es o not have this property, 

The centroid predicate falls down th ~s w en th~ tree is traversed later on. 
Consider the element with centre c d o~g on one simple case, illustrated in figure 1. 
b .

1 
i. an a pomt to be located posit' d . 

m ton element centroids this element .11 1 b wne at P· With a quadtree 

d 
· ' WI on Y e referenced in q d 1 h . 

ex ten s mto quadrants 2 and 4 Th f . h' ua rant ' t ough it clearly . ere ore, m t is form, the centroid method is flawed. 

4.2 Inclusion predicate 2 

In the second case, rather than basing the inclusi . use the nodes of the mesh structure Th' l on predicate on element centroids, we instead 

1 
· is reso ves the flaw of the t · d 

e ement centred on c1 can now be seen in all three . . cen r01 method since the 
presents many more problems than the c t . d quadra~ts it I~tersects. Using nodes though 

i en ro1 method. Firstly, it too has a flaw, shown by the 

All the examples expand directly to 3D and _ an octree structure. 
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element centred on c

2
, and the test point q. It can be seen that in this case, though the element 

intersects quadrant 1, it has no node, or centroid there, hence is unreferenced and the test will 
fail. Secondly, for the most part, we are interested in the elements, not simply the nodes, 
of a finite element domain. Traversal of a structure based on the nodes requires a linked-list 
structure stored at the nodes listing the connected elements. This is far from ideal. 

4.3 Inclusion predicate 3 
The seemingly obvious solution to both these problems is to simply use element bounding 
boxes, rather than centroids or nodes to define the element/node inclusion predicate. For nor
mal irregular data, this is a common method and presents no problems. With irregular data, 
and its high degree of shared element boundaries, a problem case does however arise. Con
sider Figure 2, here a structure of elements are based around and share a central node. The 
dotted lines indicate the boundaries of the quadtree nodes at this level. The important point 
to note is that the bounding boxes of all the elements in this diagram will be contained in the 
inner four quadrants of the tree regardless of how far we subdivide. Though the diagram is 
obviously designed to show a worst case scenario, it is far from rare and proves to be a real 

problem with an implementation. 
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Figure 2: A scenario when the bounding box predicate causes problems. 

5 An octree cover for FEM Data 
In this section we introduce a structure which modifies both quadtrees and octrees to allow their 
application to irregular, finite element data. This method is based primarily on the centroid test 
described above, since this is the most computationally efficient inclusion predicate. Once the 
element has been placed in a node according to its centroid, we modify the node structure to 

account for the problem cases. 

5.1 The node structure 
In traditional space subdivision, the domain under consideration is split at each level into 
equal sized nodes, however, we have seen that for the centroid method this fails to reference 
the complete extent of included elements. We resolve this by relaxing the constraint of equal 
sized nodes on a level, and allowing the modification of the extent (size) of the node. In the 
direct surface rendering method, rays are cast into the data, and their intersection with the 

rf · d . Simpson/Jones 
su ace is etermmed. In the case that each element onl . 
problem described in Section 4 1 occurs In othe d yhoccurs m a normal size node, the 'd . . . r wor s, t e ray will miss el h 
a centr01 m one node, but extend int0 neighbourin nodes . . ements t at have 
neighbouring nodes. This modification provides a i!thod b' wh:.n ~t is traced through those 
all elements that intersect the node it is being traced th hy ~ IC a r_ay can be ~ested with 
be summarised by the following piece of pseudo-code. roug . e algonthms that is used can 

build_tree (data , node_orig) 

thisnode.list = {} 
thisnode.type = internal 
thisnode.extent = node_orig.extent 
for each element e in data 

if e is in node_orig.extent then 
numf ound++ 

endif 

:hisnode.list = thisnode.list + e 
if e . exten t > node_orig.extent t h en 

extend(thisnode . extent) 
endif 

endf or 
if numf ound < nodeing_threshold then 

thisnode.type = leaf· I 

return (thisnode ) 
else 

for each subdivision i node_ orig sub of node , 
thisnode .next [ i] = - _ orig 

build_tree(data, node_orig_sub) 
endf or 

endif 
return(thisnode) 

At each level of the subdivision process I' f . 
inclusion within the node In the t d't' 1 ' a ist ~ ~and1date elements is searched for 

· ra 1 10na octree bmldmg p 
determined number of elements has been f d . h. rocess, once more than a pre-
subdivided without erformin an oun wit ~n a no~e, the node can be immediately 

=~~::in~~~:~ ~o~!. f~ut~~ :i~:£~~:e ~~:~~d~~e~~~~1~::::,:~~ s:o:.:~·:~~:~ ;~; 
been reached and started subd~vidi ~as to stop searchmg once the required threshold had 
larger extents than node_s higher in ~;~ ~c~::~ts could be located later in the process that had 

Figure 3 shows the same probl · h 
sion nodes. Considering again probl~: ~:~~s l~~~e t~e n~w extent inf~rmation at the subdivi-

:::'ewn~:~·~~u~dc:::i~;:.:~~;:1 ~~ :::~c~ ::;::.::~ ~!:d~:.~
1

~~d~~~~~~~e
1 

~x~~ :~ 
centred on c1 when quadrant 1 is traversed. is pomt will now match with the element 

With problem case 2 the search · t · . of quadrant 3 (dotted line e~3) henc t~om q ~ now conta1?ed within the extended boundary 

~~i~~· i~i~;:1;h:!:~ept~~:lterumcct~arseeh3~ b:e~e:,;~lt ~:~:~;o~~:hp~ee~!::~t(~::~~:::::::~~ • never anses. 
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Figure 3: The solution of the problem cases via extended nodes. 

A side effect of the extended nodes is that some degree of overlap will exist, hence a 
number of points will fall into one or more nodes. This gives rise to a very small increase in 
traversal times since points are still only being compared to elements in a very localised area. 

The problem the algorithm poses is that if naively implemented, the requirement for an 
exhaustive search at each octree node would slow the method down to unusable speeds. In 

response to this we also concentrated on the building of the octree. 

5.2 Building the tree 
Clearly, we need some method which allows exhaustive searching of the complete dataset 
while not causing a large overhead in inclusion tests. A simple method is to construct a linked 
list at each node listing the included elements. This list is passed to the child nodes as the 
candidate list of elements, and so on for each level in the octree hierarchy. This technique is 
quick (tested on a DEC Alpha 2100, over 12,000 elements were built into a tree in under a 
second), but some additional memory is required to store an extra copy of the dataset. This 
memory overhead can be overcome by storing an octree code for each element, but this results 

in slower timings. Alternatively a bottom up approach can be used. Each element is examined in turn, and it 
is decided at which leaf node the element would have to be stored. Any additional information 
about the extent the node should have to cover the element is also stored. Once the placement 
for all elements has been calculated, the tree is then traversed in order to determine which 
nodes can be combined into larger nodes and still fulfil the requirement of containing less than 

a specified number of elements within the node. 
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6 Conclusions 
The modified octree building method was coded using C on a Dec Alpha 2100, and was used 
to accelerate ray/element intersections for direct surface rendering. An example of such a 
rendering for a 3D flow problem is shown in Figure 4. The algorithm was tested on a 257250 
element mesh with 357911 nodes to produce an image of dimensions 400x400. With the 
modified octree, the final image took 35 seconds to produce, and without using an octree the 
image took about 10 hours. This demonstrates the usefulness of using a spatial subdivision 

technique over no technique at all W h Simpson/Jones · · e ave as yet not been abl t 
with the standard implementation of the octree h" h . e o compare the performance ' w IC would include repeated eleme t n s. 

Figure 4: Direct surface rendering of a JD expansion flow. 

. In. this ~aper we have presented some of the roblem mg to visualise irregular data We have h hp . s that are encountered when attempt-
. · s own t at the mclus · f · 1 

spatial subdivision can be a computationall . ion o megu ar elements in any 
in Section 4 are to be avoided At the y exfpensive operation if the problems mentioned 

· expense o complex i 1 · 
ments at various nodes throughout the tree th bl nc usion tests and duplicating ele-
such overheads can be restrictive The ' d~fise p~o ems can be resolved. For large datasets 

· mo 1 cation we have d · . ' 
each element to appear J·ust once in th t d . presente m Section 5 allows 

b 
. e oc ree re ucmg memory t Th . 

ased mclusion predicate allows computaf 11 . . . c.os s. e simple centroid 10na y mexpensive bmldmg of the search structure. 
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